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Most R.A.’s happy with their jobs
By Brian Wright
Daily stall writer

While 11 out of 54 resident advisers
have left their positions this year, Fred
Najjar. director of university housing
services. clainis the accusation that some
of the former R.A.s left because they had
too many grievances with housing administrators is completely false.
"This issue is not a problem," he
said. He said that only one was released
by the university, while the remaining
ten left of their own free will. He pointed
out that five had transferred, four left for
such as pregpersonal reasons
one graduated and one left as a
nancy
result of the recent earthquake. He added
that none of the former R.A.s attending
SJSU this semester live in the residence

halls. Former R.A.s could not be reached
for comment.
Current R.A.s that were willing to
comment said they enjoy their jobs and
have no problems with the housing office. Bryan Gold, West Hall R A.. speculated that one of the causes for the early
losses could have been minor incidents
between R.A.s and residents. He explained that, after a full day of classes,
studies and work, an R.A. might have to
settle a late-night dispute. "The R . A ,"
he said,’ could fly off the handle" and
say an ill-chosen word. "That one word
could be deadly," he said. He added that
there is a great deal of pressure on a R. A.
to balance course work, a job and other
obligations and be expected to maintain a
professional attitude in the halls.

Sue Salminen, Spartan Village
R . A . said the "R . A . system is really
worthwhile." She has spent four years in
the residence halls and three years as an
RA.
Residents as a whole have showed a
consistent rise in satisfaction with living
conditions in the halls, according to
Helen Ott. marketing coordinator for
U.H.S.. She said survey results, filled
out by residents once every academic
year, show that most agree the residence
halls are a positive experience.
Spring semester of 1989 results
show 79 percent of participating students
felt the residence halls were a positive
experience, while fall semester results
dropped to 77 percent. The last survey,
fall of 1989. showed an increase of 82

percent of participating students that felt
the resident halls were a positive experience.

’Everyone is going
to refer to it as
"The Event
Center." That is
just a boring
name.’
B.D.

The returning number of R.A.s for
next year is higher than last yetir, according to Najjar. He said that 30 of the current staff have requested to return.
The number of R.A.s that did leave
this year is high, compared to all CSU
and UC campuses as well as private colleges in the area. For example, San
Diego State, with 48 R.A.s, average four
losses during an academic year. the highest CSU average. "I think people get into
the position without realizing how demanding it really is," said Sherry
See ADVISERS, back page

Cash,

Leisure Services Director

Rec Center
finally gets
a new name
By Denise Reynolds
Daily staff writer

SJSU’s lab animals
to get book of rights

Eye spy

By Steve Char
Daily staff writer

Shannon Slamon Daily

staff photographer

David Santos, an administration of jus- inspecting his driver’s license and
lice freshman, is carding himself: He is learning about close-up photography.

It might seem a bit absurd to make
guidelines governing the experimentation
and
in some cases
the death of animals on campus.
But a group of educators and offcampus animal experts arc trying to write a
guidebook for how animals are to be
housed and eared for on campus.
"It’s designed for anyone who uses
animals in the classroom, in research or in
a natural environment," said Jesse Martinez, manager of University Animal Care
and a member of the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee.
"It deals with basic rules and regulations and will touch on the ethics involved." he said.
The handbook is still being written.
but some of the committee members think
that there can be some sort of incongruity’
in describing policies for the killing of animals.
"There can be a conflict between the
terminal studies and the humane treatment
of animals," said philosophy professor
Scott Cook, a member of the committee.
"My purpose is to make the faculty and
students aware of that so they can come up
with answers for themselves."
The handbook would not place restrictions on the actual experiments but
would deal with how the animals are to be
cared for, Martinez said. He hopes the Animal Use and Care Handbook will be completed and distributed by next fall.
Robert Bradford. who describes his
role on the committee as "a member of the
general public with a bias toward the animals," said he has been "very impressed
with the level of concern for the animals
on the committee. I think (the handbook)
is going to be a tremendous document."
Cook, who is drafting the ethics
statement for the handbook, said that he is

Shannon Slamon

aiming to "instill a consideration of
ethics, which includes respect for the life
of each individual animal. It’s not just a
list of do’s and don’ts."
Campus veterinarian Sigmund Rich
said, he estimates there are several thousand animals being used for experimentation at SJSU, mostly mice, guinea pigs.
hamsters, rabbits and frogs. An average
medical school will utilize more than 100,(XW) animals per year, Rich said.
Biology, chemistry, psychology and
nutrition and food science classes use most
of the animals on campus. The majority
are used in "terminal studies," where the
animal either dies in the procedure or is
killed immediately afterward, Rich said.
The most common method of death
See ANIMAL, back page

Teachers to travel
By Christine De Grew
Daily staff writer

Two SJSU instructors will leave
for Iraq and the United Arab Emirates Monday after receiving the
Joseph J. Malone Fellows Award
to participate in an Arab and Islamic studies program.
professor
science
Political
Alden Voth and Mira Zussman, assistant professor of religious studies, are among 13 other social science professors from California
and Illinois universities who wrote
winning essays on U.S. relations
with the Middle East. The award is
sponsored by the National Council
on US-Arab Relations in Washington D.C.
"One appreciates something
like this because on a teacher’s salary you don’t get a lot of opportunities to do something like this,"
Voth said.
The program. which runs until
March 24, is designed to improve
American understanding of the
Middle East. The professors will
visit sights of cultural and historical interest and have first-hand experience with the religious, social,
economic and political dynamics
of the region.
"The fellowship is to combat ignorance about the Middle East,"
Zussman said.
Both Voth and Zussman think
the ignorance is greatly due to the
amount of negative press the coun-

Daily staff photographer

Jessie Martinez inspects the ears of a rabbit to extract blood for immunization experiments.

’On a teacher’s
salary you don’t
get a lot of
opportunities.’
Alden Voth.
political science professor

tries receive in relation to Israel because most people never visit
there.
"It is an attempt to provide insight, to have us come back and
say, ’They are real people: they
Daily staff photographer
Samanda Dorger
don’t have horns: they are just like
Award winner, Alden H. Voth, a political science professor, will partici
us, Voth said.
pate in a studies program in Iraq and the United Arab Emirates.
"All of us want to learn more
and convey more to our students," would like to visit. Voth would
In addition to the benefits of the
Zussman said.
like to visit Mesopotamia. the TiOnce they arrive, their itinerary gris-Euphrates River area where trip itself, being a recipient of the
award means that they can apply
is uncertain other than they are civilization was born. Zussman
for grants to support a Middle East
supposed to visit Abudabi and looks forward to visiting Baghdad.
program.
Baghdad.
Other than a $400 orientation
’I want to ask for money to start
fee,
the
cost
of
the
trip,
approxi"We will not be choosing that
a Middle East library to build remately
$4,000
a
person,
is paid for sources," Zussman said. "The
(the itinerary), and we will not
know until we get there," by the council. Teachers are re- Middle East has really fallen
sponsible for finding substitutes through the cracks at the UniverZussman said.
Each has a special place they for their classes.
See PROFESSOR, back page

After six months of deliberation. the
Student Union Board of Directors has decided on a name for the Rec Center. Drum
roll please, and the long awaited name
. The Event Center at San Jose State
niversity.

In addition, the SUBOD named the
Rec Center pool The Aquatic Center at
San Jose State University.
SUBOD voted at the meeting on
Tuesday. Feb. 27, 10 in favor of the name
and one against, with two members
abstaining.
Leisure Service Director B.D. Cash
voiced concerns over the name. "Everyone is going to refer to it as ’The Event
Center.’ That is just a boring name," Cash
said.
Members of the SUBOD dicussed the
possibility for the developement of a logo
to be used on all references to The Event
Center, including the marquee over the
ticket office.
The Board hopes that The Event Center will develop a nickname,"like the
Thunder Dome at The University of California at Santa Barbara."
The process to reach this decision
began six months ago, in September 1989.
When the SUBOD reconvened for the new
semester, naming the Rec Center was on
the agenda.
A committee of SUBOD members
began considering suggestions, and in November of 1989 they reviewed the names
recommended over the past two months.
According to an article in the Spartan
Daily on November 14. 1989. some possible suggestions were to name the center
after Bill Walsh or Peter Ueberroth. both
SJSU alumni.
Other possible names included a location emphasis, such as San Carlos Street or
Silicon Valley.
The main concern was whether the
name should focus on sports or events.
The SUBOD did not want the facility to
sound like it was a gym, for fear that they
would lose concerts.
The process of deciding on a name
was only scheduled to take a couple of
weeks, according to the Nov. 14 article.
However a decision was not reached until
the meeting on Tuesday, three months
late

Language week
offers $100 contest
By Edwin Acevedo
Deity staff writer

Parlez-vous francais? Se
habla espariol?
Huh?
What? Confused?
Don’t worry. The foreign languages department wants to
help.
It is sponsoring a week of
events during National Foreign
Languages Week March 4-10
and hopes to increase the importance of foreign languages in the
community.
The department is also sponsoring an essay contest and is
offering a $100 prize for the
best entry, said Associate Professor Peter Collins, who teaches French. Entries must be
turned in to the foreign languages department by noon
April 2 in Sweeney Hall 219.
The paper must be between
1,000 and 2,000 words and
must be written under the
theme. "Talking to Each Other
in the 21st century: The Role of
Foreign Language Skills on
Planet Earth."
Any SJSU student can enter.
The paper must be typed in English. Winners will be notified by
the middle of April.
Carmen Sigler. assistant pro-

lessor of Spanish and chair of
the Foreign Languages Outreach Committee, said there is a
growing need for people who
speak more than one language.
Breakdown of the events is as
follows:
On Monday, the languages
department is having a foreign
film festival in Instructional Resources Center 306. A big
screen TV will be set up for a
room of about 45 people.
Starting at 2 p.m., the festival
begins with the film "The Last
Emperor." the story of China’s
last emperor that won 11 Oscars
in 1988. Then at 5 p.m. the
French film "Au Revoir Les
Enfants" makes its way to the
TV screen.
Finally, at 7 p.m., the festival
closes with the Spanish movie
"Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown."
On Tuesday, SJSU foreign
languages clubs will sell food in
the barbecue area across from
the Rec Center from 9:30 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. The foods served
will include French crepes and
Portuguese
linguica
sandwiches.
See LANGUAGE, back page
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Letters to the Editor

Docudramas
lack answers

Lecture-A-Thon a success
Editor,
I am writing an open letter to all who lectured to
the members of Phi Kappa Phi who put in all the work
to make the Lecture-a-Thon a success. I enjoyed sitting through about II hours of lecture Friday night
(yes, lam nuts)
It was interesting to hear instructors speaking on
subjects that I normally do not get to hear. More than
that. I could listen without thinking about a grade
The speakers *seemed to enjoy themselves lecturing on
subjects that are not their normal topics. Is there going
to be another Lecture-a-Thon? I hope so.
English Department: what about a short story
Read ng -a-Thon ?
Steven C. Paull
Senior
Molecular biology

Eit. Aldo Maragom

Nicaraguan vote not really ’fair’
Editor,
I believe the vote count in Nicaragua, but I
wouldn’t call it "fair." It’s probably an accurate depiction of how the Nicaraguan people voted on Feb.
25, given their options.
On one hand, they could vote for Ortega and the
Sandinistas. This option was a vote for social progress, land ownership for the common people and national self-determination. In addition to representing
hope for the further dignification of a people with a
history of almost exclusive opression, this choice also
marked the ballot next to the categories "hunger,"
and "bloodshed." When U.S. dollars promise to turn
your country into the next Ethiopia, you believe them.
They’ve shown they can do it; look no further than Nicaragua’s already desperate economy.
On the other hand there is UNO. The major merit
to a vote for Chamorro was her U.S. support. U.S.
funding of the UNO campaign assured the Nicaraguan
people of an end to economic sactions and the Contra
the key factors to the current inflation and
war
hunger in Nicaragua.
What will UNO leadership also mean for gratifying U.S. corporate demands and a return to the exploitation of the laborers?
The UNO victory further evinces the efficacy of
coersion through violence and economic pressure. For
the sake of the future of the planner, I hope this never
comes to serve as our definition of "democracy."
George Gibbon
Sophomore
Environmental Studies

Mandela, movement inspiring
Editor.
We in MEChA write to you to express our joy
and inspiration at the freeing of Nelson Mandela in
South Africa. We are confident that through the work
of the ANC and the hundreds and thousands of people
who struggle daily and who have dedicated their lives
to ending apartheid justice will come to South Africa.
Throughout the 1980s, the University of California at Berkeley and hundreds of other college campuses in the United States waged a campaign to make
their universities divest from South Africa. Chicano/Latino students were a part of this struggle. As Chicano/Latino people, we know that liberation struggles
of third world people around the world for self-determination impacts us all and we will struggle against
oppression and unite with those who stand for justice
and equality. Clearly, third world unity is not just a
campus issue it is a global one.
It is an interesting coincidence that the freeing of
Mandela occurred during Black Liberation Month
here in the United States. This year’s Black Liberation
Month (the first of the I990s) is a special tribute to
justice for American people both here and abroad. For
Chicano/Latino people, the history of struggle, resistance and courage in the Black Liberation Movement
has inspired us and helped us to understand more
about the struggles and experiences of our own people.
In the United States, African-American people
have always been at the forefront of the struggle for
democracy and justice in this country and your commitment and courage continues to be an inspiration to
us all.
Members of MEChA
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California death penalty
front door is ajar and
THE
the apartment is dark. You
flip on the light and watch
as blood drips from the coffee
table to the rug and your roommate lies halfway off the couch
with 28 knife wounds. Your
roommate was murdered.
When I was in high school, a
friend’s brother stabbed his father eight times. Fortunately, his
father lived.
But murder does happen and
it affects average people. Having
a legalized death penalty gives
our justice system more balance.
In 1979 the U.S. Supreme
Court reinstated capital punishment. Before the death penalty
was reinstated, our justice system protected the murderer not
the victim.
The United States is not the
only country to use capital punishment. There are many other
countries using some form of
capital punishment. The Soviet
Union and China are two of the
bigger powers that do.
There are only 35 countries
that don’t have any legalized
form of capital punishment.
The case of Robert Alton Harris raies the question of whether
the death penalty is morally correct or cruel and unusual punishment.
Unless Harris’ attorney can
have the decision overturned on
an appeal, Harris is scheduled to
be executed in California some
time in April.
Harris murdered two boys because he needed the car they
April 3, the state of
ON
California will avenge the
deaths of two innocent
boys who were murdered by
Robert Alton Harris.
Harris will be the first convict
to die in the gas chamber at San
Quentin in 23 years.
I hope that those touched by
Harris’s crimes feel vindicated
by his execution, because at least
25 other innocent people have
died in gas chambers, electric
chairs and hangman’s nooses as
part of the tradition that allows
California to take this revenge on
Harris.
Since 1900, there have been
349 convicts sentenced to death
who were later proven innocent,
according to Amnesty International literature. Most escaped
execution.
But 25 were proven innocent
too late.
The number of innocent death
penalty victims who were never
proven innocent is probably
much higher. Innocent victims
are a natural consequence of a
procedure that lives off of the
blind emotions of juries and
judges.
Those courts’ emotions and
attorneys’ ability to play them
make the death penalty arbitrary.
Out of every I ,000 convicts who
receive a death sentence, 20 are
actually executed.
The 20 who are killed are not
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were driving for a robbery.
Should a man, who brutally
murdered two young boys for
their car, be executed?
Yes. The law states that if a
homicide is committed heinously
and premeditated, the crime is
punishable by death.
If we must take a stand and
make some kind of serious and
meaningful statement about how
our society values a life, the
death penalty is that stand.
Dr. Roy Christman, a speaker
at Tuesday’s death penalty
forum, questioned the value
Americans have on life.
"Life is cheap in America.
The death penalty says murder is
unacceptable," Christman said.
When the voters of California
voted for Governor Deukmejian,
they also elected the philosophies and policies he stands behind.
"Capital punishment is appropriate for anyone that commits
willful, deliberate, premeditated
murder," said Deukmejian in a
REPORTERS’ FORUM

BY ADAM STEINHAUER

CON
necessarily the worst offenders.
And the 980 who are saved are
not necessarily the most deserving. Example: Charles Manson.
Those emotions are often affected by irrelevant biasses. A
study showed that, in Georgia, a
black man convicted of killing a
white is four times as likely to
receive a death sentence as a
white man who had killed a
black.
Most death penalty supporters, in their blind lust for revenge, assume that people who
commit capital crimes respond to
the same incentives as the rest of
us.
Richard Ramirez, after receiving his death sentence, told the
press, "Big deal. Death always
came with the territory. I’ll see
you in Disneyland."
Ramirez, the mass murderer
known as the "Night Stalker,"

Los Angeles Times article.
It’s like electing President
Bush, then being surprised he
wants to make abortion illegal
again.
California may make history
by using the death penalty once
again. The state will also be
standing by its laws and letting
residents know that murder is
wrong for any reason. Those
who commit murder which is
willful, premeditated and heinous will be punished by death.
One argument not to execute
Harris is that it costs more to use
capital punishment than to keep
him in prison for life. In the long
run, though, we would need to
build more jails. The cost of
building would be in the millions, not to mention the emotional strain put on a community
when the location of a prison is
determined.
The cost of executing a prisoner only exceeds the cost of
keeping him in prison because of
the current appeals process. If
legislation was passed to keep
the appeals process from dragging on like it does now, money
wouldn’t be a factor.
Without the death penalty,
criminals who would otherwise
be sentenced to death, sit in
prison. These criminals spend
life in prison with no chance of
being released or rehabilitated.
Ironically, the death penalty is
one thing that helps keep our society civil.
Jamie Pitts is a Daily staff
writer
obviously does not look at life
the way the rest of us do. It was
terribly assuming to think that he
would fear death like we do.
Ramirez’s outlook may not be
unusual for a murderer.
No study has ever successfully shown that the death penalty works as a deterrent.
In fact, the murder rate in
Florida increased by 28 percent
in 1980 after that state reinstituted its death penalty in 1979.
The more pragmatic supporters of the death penalty believe
that execution is cheaper than
life imprisonment.
But a New York study
showed that the average cost of a
capital trial and its first stage of
appeals is $1.8 million. This is
twice the average cost of keeping
a man in prison for life.
Most of the world has seen
that the death penalty doesn’t
work. As a major user of the
death penalty, the United States
is in company with Iran, the Soviet Union, China and Uganda.
All of the developed western
countries besides the United
States have stopped using the
death penalty and see it as a barbaric practice performed by
Americans.
The Night Stalker killed 13 innocent people. The death penalty
has killed at least 25.
Adam Steinhauer is a Daily
staff writer

SUCH television programming as
WITH
"The All -New Dating Game." "The
Bradys" and now the interest in
bringing back "Match Game" (as if anybody
miss& t). I thought commercial television had
hit an all-time low.
Then I watched the ABC Sunday night
movie, "Challenger."
For three excruciating long hours, the film
took the viewer through the training astronauts
needed to go through and tried to show the
personal side of those flying on the shuttle.
"Challenger" didn’t even come close to
providing answers to questions I and many
others have about what actually happened on
that January day four years ago or what didn’t
happen that led up to the explosion.
I didn’t learn anything from it and it
certainly didn’t have any entertainment value to
it, so why was it made?
"Challenger" is the latest example of the
new trend in television programming - docudramas. Networks take a nationally significant
event, like the shuttle explosion, and add some
fiction to it so the event can be more attractive
to the viewer.
The same thing was done with Jessica
McClure when she got stuck in the hole in
Texas. The whole community where she lived
came out and tried to help and the nation also
pulled for her rescue.
The television executives pulled for the
rights to broadcast the TV movie no matter if
Jessica lived or not.
When the executives decided to show the
"human" side of these astronauts in
"Challenger," the film turned sappy with such
lines as "Flying the shuttle involves real
danger" and "Since you’re not scared, I’m not
either." We all know that the people aboard the
shuttle had personal lives and were caring
people, the film didn’t need to force it down our
throats.
the film tried to take us through
WHEN
the training the astronauts go through,
it failed in that the standard cliche shots
of the astronauts being weightless and shots of
everyone’s family being brought to Cape
Canaveral were shown over and over.
The movie actually raised more questions
in my mind than it did in answering the ones I
already had. Should NASA be to blame because
it didn’t follow through on the 0-ring problem
that was brought up in discussions? Are the
astronauts actually heroes for doing a job that
they know can end in their death? Did any of us
actually think that those on the shuttle didn’t
have a personal life and were loving, caring
people?
The problem with docu-dramas is that they
are always about an event that will never be
forgotten by any of us so there is no need to
make a movie because nothing new will be told
us. We can all still remember where we were
when the shuttle exploded and we’ll never
forget. We don’t need a television event
fictionalizing a true tragedy.
The first thing I said when I saw the shuttle
explode was, "This is going to be a TV
movie." I said that not because I was
insensitive to those that died and not because I
wanted to see the movie, but because television
thrives on making national tragedies movies of
the week.
I still don’t know why I watched
"Challenger" that night. Maybe I was hoping
that just this once, television executives would
do a decent job of portraying an event. I was
wrong.
To think I missed "The Simpsons" and
"Married with Children" to watch
"Challenger."
Aldo Maragoni is the Editor in Chief

Other Views
San Francisco Examiner
on state gun control
Frankly, we never expected to see such a display
of courage in the Legislature on the question of gun
control. When both houses passed bills to regulate the
purchase of all guns, not just pistols and military-type
assault weapons, a dramatic turning point had been
reached in legislative history.
It happened, of course, because a majority of
legislators realized that a turning point had been
reached in public opinion. Most voters, shocked by
the crime toll, want tighter control of firearms. This
rising sentiment at last outweighs politically the considerable power of the National Rifle Association and
a great many hunters and target shooters opposed to
firearms control.
The (Antioch) Daily Ledger -(Pittsburg) Post
Dispatch
on court nominee
If he joins the California Supreme Court, state
appeals judge Armand Arabian of Los Angeles should
add to public confidence in the high court by mixing
toughness on crime with sensitivity to civil liberties.
That’s a strong argument for confirming him.
Arabian’s nomination ... won’t alter Gov. Deukmejian’s 5-2 court majority. But some legal observers
see the makings of an ideologically independent
voice.
Arabian’s nomination is now before the Commission on Judicial Appointments. Assuming he
passes its probe, Judge Arabian deserves confirmation.
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Hostage

stalemate Ridin’ the rhythm
LOS ANGELES (API
President Bush denied reports that any
breakthrough is near on release of
Americans held hostage in Lebanon and said. "There are no secret talks going on.
He told reporters Thursday that
a spate of recent news reports concerning movement in the hostage
situation are "ridiculous stories."
However, he said, "I don’t
spend a day that I don’t think about
the hostages ... I will do everything I can," to win their freedom.
Bush said that when he heard the
recent reports of secret U.S.-Iranian talks in Geneva regarding the
hostages. which originated with a
London -based Arab newspaper, he
asked national security adviser
Brent Scowcroft to check into their
veracity.
Scowcroft
reported
hack,
"There are no talks going on,"
Bush said.
His denial was in line with
statements earlier this week by
White House press secretary Marlin Fitzwater and other administration officials throwing cold water
on reports of progress in efforts to
free the hostages.
Moslem militants with ties to
Iran are believed to be holding 18
Western hostages, including eight
Americans, in Lebanon. The longest held is Terry Anderson, chief
Middle East correspondent for The
Associated Press, who was kidnapped in the middle of a Beirut street
in March 1985.
Bush said he was open to any
talks that could free the American
captives. "I hope the hostages will
be released. If I see an opportunity
for talks in private or in public
about this to get them released. I’ll
do it," he said as he left his hotel
to visit a new Los Angeles County
jail.
He said he had read of a supposed conversation he had with
French President Francois Mitterrand regarding the hostages.
"There never was such a conversation," he said.
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Spartan crime log
Feb 26 through Feb. 28,1990
A

Month.)
forged parking

permit.
whose numbers appeared on a
UPD "hot list." was discovered in
a car in the 10th Street garage.
A non-student was discovered
inside the SJSU music building at
11:30 p.m after the building had
closed. Kato Yeung was noticed
by UPD cadets and was later arrested on outstanding warrants.
Bonnie Circa self-surrendered
to UPD authorities at 8:30 a.m. on
a warrant issued by that department. Circa, who is not an SJSU
student, was booked in Elwood
County Jail in Milpitas.
A student locker in the music
building was broken into around
9:30 a.m. and $35 worth of items
were stolen.
UPD officers responded to reports of a public disturbance at the
Student Union at 11:15 a.m. Offi-

t..ers talked with one non-student,
who was released, but could not
find the other man involved.
Tuesday
A UPD officer discovered a
stolen parking permit in a vehicle
parked in the 10th Street garage.
The permit was confiscated.
Wednesday

A bicycle was reported stolen
from in front of the administration
building.
SJSU student reported the
theft of $60 worth of personal belongings from Allen Hall.
An attempt was made to hacksaw the door off of Hugh Gillis
Hall 262. A non-student who was
in the building reported the attempt
to UPD. There are no suspects.
A UPD officer reported locating a forged parking permit inside
a vehicle in the 10th Street garage.

Classified mission:
Public will not view
Atlantis touchdown

Celeste Cook Daily staff photographer

Mardi Lane, of "Gypsy Lane" bangs out a chord
in the Student Union Amphitheatre on Wednes-

day. The hard-core thrash metal group was
greeted with enthusiasm and mixed reactions.

EDWARDS
AIR
FORCE
BASE, Calif. (AP) The public
site for watching space shuttle
landings will be closed when Atlantis touches down after its classified military mission, NASA said.
The shuttle was launched from
Florida, reportedly to put a $500
million spy satellite in orbit. The
landing time won’t be announced
until 24 hours beforehand, but the
mission is expected to last about
four days and 10 hours, so Atlantis
should land at this Mojave Desert
military base Sunday morning.
During previous non-military
shuttle flights, up to 500,000 people have jammed onto the unpaved
public viewing site on the east
shore of Rogers Dry Lake.
But after classified missions

"it’s been Department of Defense
policy to restrict the public from
watching the landings," said Don
Haley. a spokesman for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
The rationale for the ban isn’t
clear, since news reporters and
photographers have been allowed
to watch and photograph military
shuttle landings, and they have
done so from a site closer to the
runway than the public viewing
site.
Those landings also have been
televised, and the shuttle landings
are visible at a distance from portions of Highway 58 north of Edwards Air Force Base.

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSCI student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom. Wahlquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. The
deadline for entries is 10 a.m. No
phone-in items will be accepted
TODAY
MATH/COMP SCI CLUB: First General
Meeting, noon, S U. Pacheco Room. Call
973-9730.
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Student
March against death penalty, noon. from the
Art Quad to the U.S. Federal Building. Call
257-6050
ASIAN BUSINESS LEAGUE: Skating night,
7.45 p.m., Eastndge ice skating arena. Call
(415) 796-8291
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Interview prepartation. 12,30 p.m., S.U. Costanoan Call 924-6030

SJSU EARTH DAY COMMITTEE: Meeting,
4 p m Environmental Resource Center
I DMH 235A) Call 924-5467
SPARTAN ORIOCCI: Ski trip (through
March 4) Call 926-8493
SJSU FOLK DANCERS: Beg 1st Class
and requests (drop-ins welcome), 8 p m
SPX 89. Women s Gym Call 993-1301
or287-6369
AKBAYAN: Pizza Night, 7 pm . Round
Table Pizza (Calveras in Milpitas) Call 9722416

SJSU JAZZ srpotEsDEPT: Plastic Jungle
in concert, noon. S U Ampitheatre Call
275-0157.
SOCIETY FOR LATINO ENGINEERS AND
SCIENTISTS: General Meeting, 12 30 p m .
S U Montalvo Room Call 924-3830
SATURDAY
BETA ALPHA PSI: Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance Free Tax Preparation. 9 a.m.,
BC 213. CAII 924-3492.
FACULTY FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY: Satellite broadcast from Nicaragua, 6
p.m., Morris Dailey Auditorium. Call 9245467

SUNDAY
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Sunday Worship.
1045 am (Lutheran Worship). 630 p.m.
and 8 p.m (Catholic Mass), Campus Christian Center Chapel (10th and San Carlos).
Call 298-0204.
BEETHOVEN CENTER: Slide Presentation "Portraits of Genius" by Irma Brilliant
3 p.m., Beethoven Center (WLN 614). Call

924-4590.
MONDAY
WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER: Women s week, 9 am to 5pm. SU Call 924
6500
DEPT OF ANTHROPOLOGY AND CYBERNETIC SYSTEMS: Lecture by Dr. Jack
Weatherfor. Indian givers: how the Indians
of the Americas transformed the world.
10 30 a m S.U. Umunhum Room. Call 9245712

STUDENT CALIFORNIA TEACHERS ASSOCIATION: Guest speaker Maddy Fennel. Student Chairperson from the National
Education Asso noon SH 331 Call 2708469
SJS STUDENTS FOR LIFE: Meeting new
members welcome, 6 30 pm. SU Montalvo Room. Call 926-1662.

GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY: Executive Board Meeting, 1:30 p.m.,
S.U. Moiety, Call 295-0415.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: College Life with former NFL quarterback Steve
Bartkowski, 7:05 p.m . Engineering Auditorium. Call 924-4249.
MARKING CLUB: Interview preparation.
3 30 pm.SU Costanoan Room Call 2813161
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Career planning and decision,
making group 1. 2 p.m., sign up at BC 13
Call 924-6030

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
WEDNESDAY
CENTER: Deadline senes IV. Computerized SAFER,: Meeting 5 pm DMH 235A
Interview Requests. 5 p m

Bldg 0 Call

924-6030.
TUESDAY
STUDENT

TEACHERS
CALIFORNIA
ASSO.: General meeting. 9 a.m., SH 331
Call 270-8469

Call 924-5467
SPARTAN TRACK CLUB: Bimonthly
meeting. 7 30 pm SU Pacheco Room
Call 971-8764
MU ALPHA GAMMA: Meeting, 5 p m WLN
131 Call 286-1283

Clerical
part Time flexible Hours good Pay
computer experience beneficial
20 to 30 hours per week
Call Buckles -Smith at 408/ 280-7999 M-1 1pm 5prn
& ask for Jonathan

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Summer and Co-op lob fair 10
am to 3 pm. SU Ballroom Call 9246030

"CC COPY COP’
COP
:DP Y c.2 5,f,
y
P

.5,000 Flyers for $90 rnnI
20 Lb. White

THURSDAY
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Videotaped Practice Interviews
12:30 and 230 p.m., IRC 207; career exploration by computer, 11 a.m., sign-up in BC
13. Call 924-6030; careers in finance, 4
p.m., University Room. Call 924-6030.
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3351 Payne Ave. S.J.
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the copy center
2954236

295-5511

310 S. Third St.

481 E. San Carlos St

Bring this coupon to Kinko’s for 1/2 off copies on any
green paper. One coupon per customer. Offer expires

March 17. 1990. Not valid with any other offer.

YesterDaily
Because many .students are not
on campus every day, YesterDady
provides readers with a recap of
the previous day’ s top stories.
SJSU president Gail Fullerton
proposed several solutions to problems stemming from SJSU’s shortage of classroom and office space.
These included a possible renovation of some campus buildings and
the replacement of other buildings
with larger structures. Fullerton
also said that SJSU’s faculty shortage may also be solved soon.
thanks to CSU’s plan to fund 74
new positions.
0
J. California Cooper. poet and
playwright, recited some of her
works at SJSU before an enthusiastic audience of more than 80 people. Some members of the audience found Cooper’s presentation
stimulating. and others were surprised at how much they enjoyed
her recital.
0
For the first time in its 50-year
history, the SJSU Spartan Wives
Association will award a scholarship in athletics, in addition to
those it offers for art, music and

administration of justice.
scholarships are worth $500 each.
and are the SWA’s way of recognizing the needs of students.
0
The SJSU Amnesty Inter n.i
tional group presented a panel discussion dealing with the death penalty. The discussion was part of a
weeklong series of activities sponsored by SJSU’s Amnesty chapter.
which also included a candlelight
vigil.
Representatives from SJSU
were among those who journeyed
to Sacramento in the hopes of convincing state lawmakers to support
bills and proposals that would lead
to more money for the California
State University stem.
at
attendance
Declining
Wednesday Night Cinema has
prompted the Associated Students
Program Board to consider a
switch next semester to a format
that would combine current hits
with alternative and cult films.

HIRING!
ASSISTANT MANAGERS
and

SERVERS
FULL AND PART TIME POSITIONS
COMPLETE TRAINING PROGRAM
GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES

APPLY IN PERSON
481 East Calaveras Boulevard
Milpitas Town Center

(408) 263-2332
sn s

Short Term Commitments
Long Term Gains
Earn while you learn. Make a short term commitment I..
a tempt wary assignment during vacations or break, Lim
Rood pay with Western Temporary Services and gain
valuable experience ion the ’Ob. Work when v,MaMr.
where you want, bums long as vim want. We’re always
time when you need money most. Give ion yall
Weuem Temporary Services. The one to call when tint
want to work.
Stop in and ask for your complimentary "Guide to
Successful Interviewing" booklet Over 45C1 offices
worldwide
San Jose:
441 Blo,om 1111112.1. Si.- 21211
1401 165 - 27x
1999 South Rast,nn Ate Sum- .1001 140111 171 7171
97 Metro Orme
1400452 1911
Sunnyvale:
657 Town 6t Countrv Village
14081 241

The restaurant of the 90s
8 INViSinn3
icy sianIN
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Track club fighting for money and a home
By Tamara Thompson
Daay staff writer
SJSU once had a winning track
team that produced national and
Olympic medalists.
Now the team’s glory days are
passed and SJSU track athletes
can’t even compete in Big West
and NCAA events because they are
not recognized by the athletic depanment
Since the elimination of the
track teani in 1988, "thc athletic
department and the administration
have taken a hands-off approach,"
said Frank Jewett, president and
co-founder of the Spartan crosscountry and track club at SJSU,
which has replaced the defunct
teams.
Jewett said the only way to now
maintain his club is to get outside
support in the form of corporate
sponsorships.
Club member Dave Eagle said
the club will try to solicit money
that it can offer to students as
"quasi -scholarships so we can get
some good people."
The club is also currently seeking sponsorship for the 5-mile
Gold Run road race, which it will
host April I as a fund-raiser.
Jewett said he is establishing a
fund, known as the Lloyd Bud C.
Winter track redevelopment bun-

Trying to
rebuild

’Speed City’
10113 is the second in a three-part series on how SJSU track athletes are
coping since track was cia as a school
sport in I988
dation, to help get the club reinstated as an SJSU sport. Winter
founded the SJSU track program in
1941.
Jewett said 35 percent of the
race proceeds will go to that account and the rest will be used for
club expenses.
Hopefully, Jewett said, the club
can raise enough money to get
matching funds from the SJSU
A S
Fund for reinstatement
In September 1989, the board
approved $4,833.34 to help reinstate the cross-country and track
learns. Wrestling and field hockey,
which were cut at the same time,
received the same amounts.
All the money was placed into

trust accounts where it will earn interest until reinstatement becomes
a reality.
If after three years the sports
have not returned, the money will
go back into the A.S. general fund
and be distributed among the remaining "minor" sport programs.
Jewett agreed that there needs to
be a timeline for getting sports
hack, and for some sort of priority
system to determine what is to be
restored.
"Three to five years is enough
time to do what is necessary," he
said.
Jewett’s main objective now is
to "see the men’s program reinstated and to establish a Women’s
program," which SJSU has never
had.
"I don’t see that happening
under the current administration at
San Jose State." said Marshall
Clark, the team’s head coach when
it was cut and who is now the
club’s faculty adviser.
"It’s more likely that we would
sec a women’s team sport if we do
add anything at all," said Richard
Chew, SJSU assistant athletic director.
Chew suggested that women’s
soccer might have the best chance
because one proposal now before
the department would turn the in-

’It’s more likely
that we would see
a women’s team
sport if we do add
anything at all.’
Richard Chew,
assistant athletic director
side field area of the track into a
soccer field.
That would eliminate places to
practice field events such as discus, javelin, pole vault and high
jump.

Repairs on hold
Although the actual track won’t
be removed, it won’t be repaired
either.
The poor condition at Bud
Winer field, the Spartan’s home
track at the South Campus. was
one of the things cited when the
cuts were made, and its repair is
definitely not a priority with the
university, Clark said.
"The decision was made that
they don’t want to spend their

club, but went back into the athletic department budget, Jewett
said,
Neither Jewen, Clark nor Chew
knew how much the department received for the equipment. nor how
it spent the money.
Athletic Director Randy Hoffman could not he reached for
those details.

money that way," Clark said
Bringing the track up to competitive standards would cost about SI
million.
The biggest problem is the track
itself, which badly needs to be resurfaced. Jewett estimated that
would cost $500,000.
Although the track was one of
the first all-weather tracks in the
country. "there wasn’t a lot of
foresight when the facility was
built," Jewett said.
Chew said the track is "fine for
running around on hut as a competitive track it leaves something to be
desired."
Jewett said the conditions at the
track aren’t making things easy on
his struggling club.
"If there’s a roadblock to be
made, they’re making it." he said.
Recently, fences around the
field area were removed so the
group can’t even practice throwing
the javelin safely, Jewett said.

Another obstacle the club faces
is the issue of insurance. Because
the club works out on school property. the university would be liable
for injuries there.
Jewett said that some club members carry their own insurance, but
paying for a group policy for the
club is out of reach financially.
Chew said that’s the main reason the pole vault equipment was
sold.

The department’s main concern
was that athletes may not receive
Equipment unavailable
proper instruction in using the
Eagle said that int occasion equipment, Chew said.
equipment has been locked up and
To make up for the lack of field
unavailable to the club.
Some of the field equipment has equipment and instruction. Jewett
already been sold by the depart- said he has sent athletes who are
ment, including the pole vault pits interested in field events to local
community colleges and high
and the hurdles. Clark confirmed.
That money was not given to the schools for coaching.

High school basketball Head basketball coach
to leave Fresno State
finals tonight at SJSU
By Edwin Acevedo
Daily staff writer
There might be more basketball in the Rec Center’s future.
In addition to the college and
professional teams that already
play there, some local high
are
championships
school
scheduled tonight.
The Central Coast Section
Division I and 11 boys’ and
girls’ basketball finals organizers have worked out a deal to
use the Rec Center. And a deal
is being worked out for the CCS
to use the arena until 1993.
"Next year, we want all five
divisions there," .said. Dwight
Ivlanin, events coordinator for
the CCS. "If things work out,
we will."
The first game, a girls match
between Piedmont Hills and
Menlo Atherton, begins at 3
p.m. The last game, a boys
match between Serra and fourtime defending champion Rior-

dan, starts at 8:15 p.m.
The CCS and the Rec Center
began talking in December,
Martin said. Tim Cady, events
director for the Rec Center, said
that next year the semifinals and
perhaps wrestling championships might be held in the Rec
Center.
There is no commitment on
either side to hold to this agreement, Cady said, but both sides
want to see it through.
"We’re pretty thrilled to have
them," said Gavin Green,
events manager of the Rec Center. "The attendance should be
pretty high, so we stand a good
chance to make some income:"
The athletic department is cosponsoring the event, paying
half of the standard fee, Martin
said. The CCS will pay $1,000,
or five percent of the gross
ticket sales, to use the stadium.
Money from the event goes into
a revenue account, Green said.

By Michael Moeller
Daily staff writer
The Spartans will honor their seniors Saturday night when they
take on the Gauchos from UC
Santa Barbara at the Rec Center at
7:30 p.m.
Being honored is guard Tom
Desiano, guard Dwain Daniels,
and center Kenne Young. This is
the last home game of the season
for the men’s basketball team,
which will travel to Long Beach
for the Big West tournament
March 7.
"Before the game, we will
honor these players and their parents at half court," head coach
Stan Morrison said. "I hope that
the younger players give the effort
and the concentration that says
’thank you’ to the seniors as they
play in their last game here at
SJSU."
Young has started 22 games this
year for the Spartans at center.
After suffering a broken nose
against Fresno State. Young came
back the following week to lead
the Spartans on a two-game win
streak. Following the victories
over Pacific and Fresno. Young
was named Big West Player of the
Week for the first time in his career.
Young has been averaging 14.6
points and 7.9 rebounds per game
this year. This is Young’s second
year at SJSU. During his career.
Young has averaged 8.75 points
and 5.1 rebounds for the Spartans.
"Kenne has really overcome the
layoff and has shown us what he
can do this season," Morrison
said.
Desanio and Daniels arc the

SPARTAN

ILAF football league postpones debut
LONDON (AP) The International League of American Football, scheduled to debut in Europe
next month,:Wkanceled the
season because of problems such
as arranging work permits for players, league spokesman Steve Ger-

rish said.
"I don’t think it was a lack of
preparation, but things we couldn’t
foresee in logistics and paperwork,"
Gerrish said.
"We
couldn’t foresee_it would take so
long to get those things done."
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Julie Lynn Rogers Daily staff photographer
SJSU’s Keane Young goes up for a rebound on Utah State’s Rich Jardine.aYoung and two other graduating seniors will be honored Saturday.

Basketball Spartans
to give their seniors
halftime ’thank you’

!IODIC decisions,- Dr. Gary Cunningham said.
Adams, 42, has led the Bulldogs
to a 42-69 record during his four
years as head coach. He was an assistant coach at Fresno State for
seven years prior to being named
head coach in 1986, and previously was head coach at Fresno Pacific College and an assistant
coach at both UC Santa Barbara
and U.S. International University.

FRESNO (AP)
Fresno State
head basketball coach Ron Adams
has resigned with two weeks remaining in the season after being
told his contract would not be renewed next year, the athletic director said Wednesday.
"I’m very fond of Ron Adams
and I don’t wish him any malice.
I’ve been very supportive of the
program, but when you sit in the
seat where I sit, you have to make

Come Join the Movies
Positions Available:
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"Tom has definitely leadership
ablilities when he is on the court,"
Morrision said. "Being a point
gaurd is much like running a ship,
you have to make sure it works
right"
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Daniels has been averaging 3.9
points and has nine assists this season. During his career at SJSU
Daniles averaged 3.93 points per
game.
"Dwain’s leadership has been
very valuable to the young guys on
the team this season," Morrison
said.
According to Morrsion. the
Spartans will need to win the
"warm-ups, the introductions and
the game."
The Spartans took on UC Irvine
Thursday night hut due to deadlines the results were not available.
All the results will be in Tuesday’s
paper.

KRAZY
GEORGE

ZIP

PHONE

SPORTS
only two players that stayed with
the 1989 team that quit. Daniels
has been here for all four years of
his eligibility while Desanio transfered here after his sophomore year
from Saddleback College.
Desanio has started in seven
games this season and averaged
4.9 points and 2.2 assists per
game. During his career Deasanio
has averaged 5.4 points and 2.45
assists.

FL 33022

COME TO THE JAMMERS
G411’lE THIS MOND,4y OR
I’LL
DATE YOUR SISTER,

vs. RAPID CITY
ON ESPN
12:35 PM AT SUREC
MONDAY, MARCH 5th
ANY TICKET $2.00 FOR
SJSU STUDENTS
FOR MORE INFO CALL:

272-DUNK
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Jammers settle for split in week’s play, Red-hot Spartans face
but stay on course for CBA playoff spot Canadians today; Sac
Tamara Thompson
Daily staff writer

The San Jose Jammers split
games with the Wichita Falls TeX ans this week, but earned enough
points to hold on to their playoff
edge.
The Jammers, now with 163.5
points. are in third place in the
Western Division of the Continental Basketball Association. The
Texans remain in fourth place with
128 points.
In the CBA. a point is awarded
for each quarter won, half a point
for each quarter tied and three
points for a game victory.
San Jose now has a 28-point
lead on Sioux Falls for the conference’s final playoff spot.
Ten of the CBA’s 16 teams will
qualify for the playoffs which
begin March 16.

Kelley Chinn - Daily staff photographer

Jammers’ Chip Engelland looks to score against Wichita Falls Texans.
lie made 25 points in Jammers’ victory.

CBA NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Western Division
W
32
26
22
14

Santa Barbara
Tulsa
San Jose
Wichita Falls

Next for the Jammers
City 1235 p.m.
735 p.m.

Midwest Division

L
16
23
29
36

Rapid City
Omahaa
Sioux Falls

Topeka

Sunday at Santa Barbara 535 p.m.

W
.. ...36
25
16
10

L
12
24
33
38

Monday -Rapid

Wednesday -Rapid City 7.35 p.m. March 11 -Santa Barbara

End of Regular Season

The Jammers (22-30) have four
games remaining while Sioux Falls
(17-31) have seven. Sioux Falls
dropped a game to Santa Barbara
11 1-108 Tuesday.
The Jammers defeated the Texans 131-119 Tuesday night, losing
only the second quarter.
Hubert Henderson scored a
team -high 28 points, grabbed 12
rebounds and blocked two shots in
that game.
Jammers’ guard Richard Mor- a California State Fullerton
alumnus - scored 26 points, had
7 assists and two steals against the
Texans.
Also making a big contribution
was starter Chip Engelland who
scored 25 points.
Engelland was added to the team
Feb. 13 on a trade with Columbus
for a third-round draft pick and
rights to Lorenzo Romar.
Engelland also scored 34 points,
including four of seven from threepoint range, in Wednesday’s contest with the Texans.
Wichita Falls was able to take
two quarters from the Jammers in

ANNOUNCEMENTS

80-0765-8472 text 50.

Call me today
(local Avon Rep) & 1 will send a

book to your home or business.
Super specials for everyone
Shore the book with flintily, coworkers & friends & receive up to
50% of1 on your own order, monk
you Aid,. good pert -time income
for the holidays Call JANE el 2515942
KNOW WHO IS WILLING to pay for
your expertise. knowledge In your
study. fleld of ’Memel. or hobby
17 95 tolls you where to go & what
to ask for at local agencies who
will assist you It.. of charge
Plee. send cluck to HART. Box
110286 Campbell Ca 95008
PERSONAL LOANS up to $25001..
(Subplot to credit approval) Call
WASHINGTON
SQUARE
FEDERAL Credit Union at (409) 9477273
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now, Save your teeth. eyes
and money, too Cleaning and
office vlsns at no charge For brochute

office (Student
Health Center) or call (408)371E411 in San Jose
VISA

see

OR

AS

MASTERCARD!!

Even

if

bankrupt or bed credit, We guarantee you card or double your
money back Call 1404682-7555,
.it M-1103

AUTOMOTIVE
SEIZED CARS, TRUCKS. 4whinelers
TV’s. Memos, furniture. comput.
ors by DEA. FBI. IRS and U S customs Available your area now
Call 1-805-682-7555. Sit C.1255

COMPUTERS
INFERNO BBS
8.11 300 1200 2400 baud Macin
10.6 & IBM libraries 25 phone
lines, multi-user chat (408) 3953721. (408) 3954378. (409) 9209035 (415) 964-6083. 1415) 8569748

"ATTENTION, EASY WORK, excelled
pay! Assemble products al hornet
Details (1) 602-838-8885. ext W

CAVE SECURITY
1700 WYATT DR , SANTA CLARA
Call 946-2263 8-4 PM for Into

OF, LA. Gen & 0-Chem, Physics.
etc 24 different books available al

SECURITY OFFICERS
Security officers and mess.
gars All shifts FT PT we 0111
train Apply in person 24 hrs. 7

HAS ROMANCE GONE horn your life?
Now you can find lover romance,

POSITIONS
AVAILABLE.. Full & pan time perms.
nent & summer positions Refer-

ences required

Northern Calif
Nannies. 4546 El Camino R.I.
suite V Los Altos, (415)9442933

COUNSELOR DIRECT

CARE
Carl
needed at local resklentlel Iscill.
ties for young adults & adoles.
cents with autism & related dimebilitles

FT S PT positions avail
Starting 56-16 25 hr Call (408)
4884953
CRUISESHIPS

NOW
HIRING
for
spring. Christmas end met summer breaks Many posilk,ns Call
1405-682-7554 .1 S-1062

DOWNTOWN DELI needs part time &
full time help Monday - Friday
Near campus. 998-CAFE
DO YOU ENJOY WORKING with children? Small World Schools tesek
pert -time caregivers for infant.
pre-school

and school-age chli.
dren Many shifts 6 AM-9 AM, and
2 PM4 PM Flexible schedulework experience credit available
Education, music, all, P E and
recreation majors should apply
Call 257-7326 a. for Cathy
EARN 51000’ WEEKLY. Make $500
for every 100 envelopes stuffed
Send sien-eddressed
stamped
envekape to Extra income Unlimited. P0. Bow 64699. Chicago, II
80664-0899
EASY MONEY"
Up to 07 00 to start
WEEKLY PAY
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE TRAIN YOU
All shins &fellable
Full time and Part lir.

FOR SALE
BIANCHI SPORT SX metallic racing
Mint condition,
bike 16 Inch
$295 bo Please call 926.4160

Medical Denial
Vacation Plan
Interview. 8 ern to 4 pm
Monday thru Friday
Apply VANGUARD

HOUSE FOR SALE 1 Er. I be fenced
yd. sp.. patio, palm walnut plum
frees $150K Cell Julie to 707.99.-

3212 Scott Blvd
Santa Clara

6733 Close to campus
SETS. BEDS. NEW,
Twin sot 079 full sal $89. queen
sat $139 king .1 $179 For both
places, Bunkbods 099 Say beds
1911 5 pc bedroom set $199
Desks $74. dressers $79. chests
/46. bed -frames, delivery. (415)
745-0900
REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES
available Iron, government Irorn
61 without credit check You repalr Also lex delinquent loud.
sure. Call I-9054182-7555. Ext H.
1513 for repo list

HELP WANTED
AEROBICS SUPERVISOR needed to
coordinate on-campu SperlAir
rotate program Teaching and
aerobics experience rag Prefer

i408) 727-9793
EULIPIA RESTAURANT is hiring"
Bus.r8,
welters, weltresaes
tontine Great student job Apply
at 374 S 1st St . San Jose, 2906161
FOODSERVERS WANTED Lunch &
dinner posillons availed. Apply
Mon-Fri 230 PM-5 PM RUSTY
SCUPPER RESTAURANT, 1235
OAK ME AD
call 265.28 I

PKWY

Sunnyvale.

I

GROW ASSOC le looking for self molivered people who are open to
new Ideas and welcome challenges Call 534-1916
KITCHEN HELPER WANTED MINATO
Japanese Restaurant. 617 N 6th
St. JAPANTOWN Call 998-9711
end oak for JOANNE

Recreation, Latino. StudNs. or
HUE moor or certified aerobics
instructor 15-20 hrs wk Apply by

opportunitio
MARKETING SALES
Fern 24.100K, fteible hours Call

March 2,924.59110

PERSONA la pen of an INT’L NET
WORK with offices worldwide in
the Bay Ar. wore looking lot

A FREE GIFT just for calling Plus
raise up to 01 700 In only 10 day.
Student groups. frets and sororities needed for marketing protect
on campus For detalle plo Your
FREE GIFT Group officer. rail 1

(401)248-9130

people Interested in Sales Acci
Eng, Admin Support & BilIngual
English Japanolie positions No
Fee PERSONA 1408)4534505

days
week
ACUFACTS. Inc ,
260 Meridian An.. San Jose
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS Is hiring
substitut80 for infant, pre-school
and chool-ag child
care No
ECE required
We will work
around your chodule Please call
257-7326
SPANISH TRANSLATOR place work
Typed or Clearh, handwritten
memos
procedures from English to Spanish Turnaround time
48 hourI PSC. 377 S Daniel
Way. #A, San Jose, Ca
SUMMER
JOBS"
COUNSELORSBoys Camp, W Messechumens
Girls Camp. Mal. Top Salary,
room, boerd laundry, travel el.
lowance Must love kids and have
skill in one 01 110 following act!,
III..

The streaking Spartan baseteam will play an exhibition
game today against the Canadian National team, before
playing a three -game series
against Sacramento State this
weekend.

ball

SJSU has won six straight
games, including wins over
local rivals Cal and Santa Clara.
The Spartans have an 11-1 record for the season.
A red-hot offense has been
the primary factor for the Spartans surge. Since squeaking by
with a 3-2 win over Santa Clara
last week, the Spartans have
outscored their opponents 46 to
12 in the last five games.
Eric Booker and Jeff Ball
have been the focal points of the
offense. Booker leads the team
with a .400 batting average, including a current six -game hitting streak. He leads the team in
walks (13), doubles (4), runs
scored (17) and stolen bases (6).
Ball has been productive in

Aaron Malchow

Seven Second Delay
, WHAT A
STUPID ERAORl

Archery.

Arts & Crafts.
Basaball. Basketball, Bicycling.
Cheerloading,
Dance.
Drama,
Drums. Fencing. Golf. Guitar,
Gymnastics. Hockey. Horseback.
LaCroix., Nature. Nurses,
Photography, Piano, Radio. Rocketry Ropes, Sailboarding, Sailing,
Scuba. Soccer. Tennis, Track,
WSI, Weterskl, Weights, Wood
MEN, call or write CAMP WINADU 5 Glen Lane. Mamaroneck
NY
10543
(914)
381-5983
WOMEN, .11 or vette CAMP
VEGA, P.0 Box 1771, Dusbury,
Ma. 02332 (617)9344/538.

MAD? Of COURSE NOT revawel.
WhIATEAR GAYE YOU THAT
PERCEPTIVE NOTION?

YE5- I’M AVL VA A COLLEGE
SENIOR / I 5HOULD BE WORAIED
ABOUT TERM ffilft5 AND
GRARIATIom NOT Anti
FLYWG ifiS115 OR
NTELDGENT LIFE,

4 111111111111

err.

EXAM

FILES
from
Professor
throughout USA Fran, problems
with professors own detailed S01011005
Audible for 8 enter
merino courses, FIT, Calculus,

Spartan Bookstore (downstairs).
Roberts Bookstore

or edventure easily picking
up your phone Dial 976-2002 to
hear sir exciting mess.. from
quality people. or you can record

Classified
ices

Unwonted

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
hair removed forever by special.
Ill Confldential Your very own

trim

details Call todsy. Someone
is welting to rneel you, 0081(415)
only 12
toll If
976-2002 18
sny

probe 247-7486. 335 S Baywood
Ave . San Jose

LATE NIGHT wfth SJSU

’AIR FARE DISCOUNTS!" T W A offers SJSU tutlents 10% off any
publialwed fare. Purchase your
Btudent discount card now, Also
ask about the T W A

Getaway

.014 EVELYN
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY THAE.
Wordprocessing to its fullest caspell
Las.
printirm,
pacity
checking, gran.. chock, edit-

Campus Christian Confer, 10th &
San Carlos For more Information

APA Laret printer Quick return
Transcription Beryl.. available
Almaden Brans., erea
Phone

TYPING

Nod?

AAAAHA" LOWER RATES & HIGHER
satisfaction, Are you perfection
Ist when comes to your reports.
num.*,

overtuda
fliers,

thesis.

nce younger lady P0 Box 80954
Palo Alto, Ca 94306-0954

your word processing needs’ We
have cmerience in Worded/1.1
Ventura DTP WORDSTAR PaGrephic
Scanning
gemaket

Fern money for your fretternIty
sorority, club or business by selling slik4creened TShIrts with
your design or logo
Call BRAINSTORM

SERVICES

formats) Equipment used Word
Perfect & HPLaser Jed Considrtmsin. experience and for-

EDITORIAL. RESEARCH SERVICES
Tutoring, Consultation. billogra-

eves weekenda

and editing se.

by

tip&

Laser

Santa CicrarMa"Saninjoh.se Area

mbi

SERVICING

COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE near
Hamilton
&
Winchester
Call
SHIRLEY st 379-3519 12 per peg.

Term papers.
(408) 281-0750
Theses, Ic Laser printer Free
grammar spell gum chock Reasonable rates, quick turnaround

aware, both college grads Specialty in Science and all English
subjects for theses, paper., re
ports, resumes. itIc Fr. proo-

ARE YOU CONCERNED about your
grades? Of course you ate A
neatly typed paper gels higher
grade Errohftee papers Impress
profs For 161. quality. cell WRITE

major

mer English
GLEN area

minimum 5 pages

TYPING

THESES_

RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
(408)972-1563

TYPE -- (408)9724430

TYPING WORD

PROCESSING
feet
accurate nitaitoriable All types ol
papers Spell chocking and proof
reading San& day Den.. Sony

SERVICES WP-Psges
need polishing? Get help from
Professional Tech Editor with

247.5068 Santa Clara

English Degree Word Processing
(ell formats) end Desktop Publishing (resumes. neweleners
Coil PATRICIA in Wil
fliers. etc

247.2681,8 am.8prn for worryfree
profession& dependable service

WORD

PROCESSING letter

LOW GLEN (409) 2811-5668 (I.ve

HOUSING

111111111

FOR RENT, largo 2 balm, 2 bath, remodeled, clean and quit& Socu
rity building. on street parking,

Print Your

facilities. security entrance. carport, cable hookup,
780 S ttth SI inr 280) 17250825 mo Call 288-9157. John or
Martha or please leave complete
message

two-OcIrrn opt AC, hooted pool.
suns,
.tellIt
TV.
security.
weight room Move in 3 1008.
1400 ’no 8300 me ist rno 2896807

One
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Day
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Days
$580
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Four
Days
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Five
Days
$635
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$7 30
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$9 25
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I111111111111
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$8 70
$7 20
$8 25
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Ad Here

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

laundry

LUXURY APT bergein price lookIrp
for
fern.
roommate- share

rpoility

printing. cool.. etc
CECILIA
(409)223-6102
Word
proce.sing
511 hr 52 SO
page whtc hewer Is less,

massage)

CALL LINDA TODAY for expo...

WORDPROCESSING

TERM PAPERS --REPORTS

EDITORIAL

format. plus APA SPELCHEK
puncluetion grammar assistance
All work guaranteed. Call PAM

do the TYPING. Resumes term
papers, these., letters. etc Grad
Availeda days& underqrad

Fast -Expert -Dependable
Night Saturdays Rush

TYPING AT REASONABLE RATES - Need our help?
Quality and accuracy quitrents.
last dependable, grainmar.
We

AFFORDABLE AND EXPERIENCED
wordprocessIrml Term papers reports. group papers. resumes. let
tars. theses, Mc Letter quality, All

SAM& Too many reports and not
enough time? RELAX and kit ME

(415)962-6801

Pmonal Bus
Proposals

Reports

and
sentence structure iltnOwiedghie on Turblen. APA & Campbell

YOUR WORD
PROCESSING and Graphics need*
Calf Kale at Technically Typing

fing disk storage 251-0449

Arts We proof all our work and
Call 923-3956
lase, print

. Treherm.P.4per14’.).9"Re-s’aurneP

punctuation,

w gramme,

WILLOW

ACADEMIC

STUDENTS & PROFESSORS
call Picture Perfect Desktop Publishing and Chlieign now for all

LISA S TYPING &
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE

CALL MRS MORTON at 266-9448 for
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING
of lerrn papers. recurch projects
& resumes WIII gladly ...lot

Call now PAMELA el 1443862

NICE GUY, ENGINEER. 40,58". 2004
fun, hard worker. honest. non *mkt. drnkr, DV, loving. seek
ambitious, orgenieed, impude-

Ics etc C61108)964-5203 today,

264-4504

ing, powerful graphics program
for cherts, graphs, slid., overheads, snd color too! Plus fest
turnaround snd gueranteed work

<radii card for you and your parents Cell ANDY al 243-2630

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning at 10 45 AM at

phic materlel

cript laser printer Close to umStudent
cull
P U
del
pus
EDP Services 270discounts

PRECISION WORD PROCESSING. 125
wpm Quality guaranteed Competitive rates Tern, papers. lap.
transcription, reumea. theses.
legal doper., mailing lists. wool,.

professional word processing
The,... term paper.. group protects. Cc All formed. including

ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS,
Trust pro Reports, theses, resumes, letters, moiling., etc
Spell grammar check Wordprocessing-WordPerfect 51. posts-

TRAVEL

Shirts are back!.
Top 10 lies & top 10 reeson in
front of th Student Union until
March 2nd. call 998-3215

about activities, call Rev
Firnhber at 216-0204

printer call ANNA - 972-4992

Final draught preparation

(415)841-5038

your own rn..ste And vrith our
voice mall scvice, you don they.
to leave your phone number on an
open line Call (408) 188-2523 for

THE COLLEGIATE DREAM - 120-560
per hour, part lime A dream corns
true
Clearbrook of California
looking for marketing reps Call
(408) 946-1995. Mr Hempen

Maguire & Mehallo
GoLLY,I DON’T KNOW- WM,
I’M GLAD YOU’RE NOT MAD
NOW WE CAN LOOK AROUND LOOlt MA INTELLIGENT
ALIEN
El

Judy Ryan .1 298-0204

NEED CASH?
CAVE SECURITY Is hiring for full
and part time positions
All shifts available

Positions In Santa Clare Min..
N San Jose

MATTRESS

SECURITY OFFICERS

Earn money reeding
books. $32.000 year income potential Details (1)802-838-8885
est 1354250

CHILDCARE

driving in run, tot the Spartans
He had at least one hit in the
team’s first II games, and has
driven in a team -high 19 runs
this year. His four home runs
also lead the team.
Sacramento State comes into
the series with an 11-4 record.
They beat Stanford earlier this
season, the one team that SJSU
lost to. The Hornets had a team
batting average of .292 through
13 games. They have also been
ranked in the top 30 for two
weeks this season. Piraro said.
"They have a very aggressive
team." Piraro said. ’We will
have to shut down their running
game."
Piraro said the Hornets stole
II bases in one game this season. Spartan catcher Charles
Havel and Matt Brown will
surely be tested this weekend.
Sacramento State comes to
Municipal Stadium on Saturday
for a doubleheader, with the
first game scheduled to begin at
noon. The two teams then head
north for a third game in Sacramento on Sunday.

Funhouse

HOW COULD
R DUMB
AUTOMOTMSLE
STRAND U5
ON 11115
PLANET?

ATTENTION

4250

By Randy Robertson
Daily staff writer

ton

Classified
AVON.. Buy or sell

State over weekend

that game and won 142-135.
The strangest matchup was San
Jose’s Hubert Henderson bumping
elbows with the Texan’s Michael
Henderson. Hubert had 18 points
on the night while Michael had 9.
"Their Henderson is real physical. Ours is more of a perimeter
man," said Jammers head coach
Cory Russell.
The Jammers won the second
period but dropped the third, opening up an 18-point lead for the
Texans midway through the final
quarter.
Richard Morton showed his
strength inside, leading the Jammers to a fourth-quarter win.
Morton pumped in 35, grabbed
9 rebounds, three steals and
handed out three assists during the
game to help the Jammers.
Hubert Henderson added 18 and
two other Jammers scored in double figures in the losing effort.
The Jammers will host Midwest
Division leader Rapid City on
Monday and Wednesday at the Rec
Center.
ESPN will carry Monday’s
game live with the tipoff at 12:35
p.m. All tickets will be sold for $2
for the televised game.
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ach Additional Line Add SI 00
I

PERSONALS
BARE 1T ALL, Stop shaving, waving.
tweeting or using chemical 0.111 tortes Let whe permanently remove your unwanted hair (chinblkIni-lurnrnymoustach-bock.
elc ) 15% discount to student.
faculty Call before Maly 31,1990, &
the 1.1 appointment is I 2 price
’Unwenled heir dIssoppeers wIth
my care" OWEN CHEL OREN,
R E, 559-3.00. 1645 S Bascom
A..
feC.
Campbell
’HAIR
TODAY GONE TOMORROW"
NEWMAN COMMUNITY
on Sunday evenings at
8 30 & 6 00 PM, Csinpu Christien
Center. 101h & Sun Carlos For
more info about othor 0011016.8
call Father Bot, Leger or Sister

Semester Rates (All Issues)
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10-14 Lines $77 00
5-9 Lines $5500
15 Plus Lines $99 00
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Phone 924-3277
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Services

Announcements

Greek

Automotive

Help Wanted

Stereo

Computers

Housing

Travel

For Sale

Lost 8 Found

Typing

Personal

1
vt
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Circles Classification

CATHOLiC
MASS

Print Name

%um sommimmimesiammuilimmim

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER

Classified Desk Located inside

WIN

102

I

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San

Jose State University

San Jose, California 95192-0149
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Census
11

%doll

I fres

Dairy sten wider

-the 1990 census will affect the
nation and the future of SJSU in
political, economical and educatioRai programs
Each individual will he asked to
till out a questionnaire for the 199t)
census on April 1. Lamont W.
Allen, census community awareness specialist. spoke to a class of
students on this issue Wednesday.
Allen ansyy ered questions concerning the census and explained
the importance of students taking it
upon themselves to fill Out the
questionnaires.
"The state allocates (funds) to
universties for each of the students
it has," he said.
"By looking at the population of
San Jose and of SJSU, the state
will conic up with a budget to fund
projets." Allen said.
"The more people it has, the
more money they will receive." he
added.
The Census Bureau is doing all
that it can to accurately count the
population. he said,

Fdeet 2

imines funds

When students were asked about
the importance of the census, they
agreed that it is necessary
"I think if we have an accurate
count on the census, then we will
get all the money we need." said
Scott Sonimer. a senior studying
administration of justice.
Laura Klodcinski, a junior
studying social sciences, agrees
that the funds will help the university and the students.
The funds will help build new
hospitals,
childcare
centers.
schools and provide other services,
according to Allen. If people don’t
take part in the census, the services
will not come to them, he added.
There was concern by Sommer
to obtain the right count. "If we
don’t get the right count, the city
will not have enough money to
provide the people with services,"
he said.
Representation is based on the
amount of people. The number of
police officers is based on the population of the city. Sommer, who
plans to become a police officer,
said the census will help his career

because it would determine the
number of officers in his force
Klodcinski said the count was
important. "If the figures are underreported, then we will get less
money," she said. "I don’t think it
is as important to me as a student
but as an individual, because all
the social services depend on having an accurate count," Klodcinski
said.
The census bureau is making
every effort to reach all of the population, according to Allen. Minorities could take advantage of
the translations and services they
will provide during the census.
Pamphlets are giving away with
information in various languages.
There is no reason for anyone not
to fill out the questionnaire, Allen
said. Churches and independent
orgamiation in collaboration with
the bureau are helping to inform
the population about the census.
Anyone who is a resident of California needs to he accounted for,
Allen said. Even illegal inmigrants
should fill out the questionnaires
and get counted, he added.

Title 13 of the U. S. Code does
allow federal agencies or any
organizations to obtain information
concerning any individuals census
questionnaire. The answers are absolutely confidential.
not

Individuals should not have to
worry about the census because the
information is confidential. Allen
added. Special arrangements have
been conducted with the [migration & Naturalization Service to
avoid panic among illegal ’migrants
The census is to provide j4:CUrate counts of the population to determine the need for federal and
state programs. and to determine
the need for academic research and
business marketing.
According to Allen. McDonald’s Corporation takes figures
from the census, allocates money
and builds its restaurants accordingly. "It takes the figures and
builds its restaurants according to
the types and the numbers of people," he said.

Samanda Dorger

Language: Award

From page I
involves injecting the animal with
a lethal dose of barbiturates.
Paula Johnson. Rich’s predecessor as campus veterinarian, said at
an IACUC meeting last year, the

I. tom page /

thanization of animals because it
acisquickly.
Rich said, the high cost of halothane discourages its use.
It costs about eight cents of barbiturates to kill an average-sized
rat. Rich said.

On Wednesday, the foreign
languages department is having an
open house and reception from
1:30 p.m. to 3:50 p.m. in Sweeney
Hall 120. Although the reception is
especially meant for foreign language majors and minors, the general public is invited to attend.
The reception will focus on career opportunities for interpreters
and translators. A panel of professionals who use foreign languages
on the job will be available to answer questions.
Thursday is an open house of
the foreign languages media center

Advisers: Satisfied
From page I
(khsner of the San Diego State
University housing office. She
added that "it is a high burnout
job, no doubt about it. I wouldn’t
he surprised if schools had midyear applications."
Although many UC campuses
have over 1(X) R.A.s, UC Davis
has 100 R.A.s and averages six
early losses a year
the highest
numerical average of any of the
campuses surveyed. Among private universities, UOP, with a
comparable R.A. staff to SJSU of
49. averages a loss of two personnel per year, which was the highest
numerical average of any private

universities in the area. Information from each campus was provided through respective housing
and residential life departments.
Najjar did not provide an SJSU
average, insisting that comparing
the previous administration with
his fairly new staff was like comparing "apples and oranges."
He said he is confused as to why
the issue has been of such concern.
"An R.A. is the best position a
student can have, in terms of personal and professional development." He also pointed out that
the R.A. staff is "dramatically different" with more ethnic diversity
than last year.

Samanda Dorger

Former Black Panther
speaks at Laney College

Professor

program.
"To create a permanent bond
would be much more useful. You
can only learn so much in three
From page I
weeks," she said.
sity."
The National Council on USZussman also hoped to Make
strong contacts while there, to pos- Arab Relations could not be
sibly start a visiting professor’s reached for comment.

OAKLAND, C’alif. (AP) Former Black Panther Stokely Carmichael, now going by the name of
Kwame Ture, updated his I960s
call for students to political revolution during a speech at Laney College.
Ture spoke at San Jose State
University last week discussing the
African agenda.
At Laney College.donning a
patterned gown over other clothing, Ture addressed a crowd of
about 300 Friday in a recruiting
drive for his All African People’s
Revolutionary Party.
"If you don’t join our party,"
he said, "then join some other
party ... If you can’t find an organization you like, then make your
own party."

Oddsmaker betting on
Past head of Interpol ’Daisy’ for Best Picture
arrested and indicted
MEXICO CITY (AP) The
former head of the Mexican
branch of Interpol, the international law enforcement agency,
was arrested on drug charges
and illegally possessing firearms, the attorney general’s office said Thursday.
Miguel Aldana lbarra also is
among five people indicted Feb.
1 by a federal grand jury in Los
Angeles on charges of participating in the 1985 murder of a
Drug Enforcement Administration agent and a Mexican pilot
in Mexico.
Aldana was picked up
Wednesday afternoon by federal
agents at a restaurant in the
south-side of Mexico City, said
Arturo Antelmo, a spokesman
for the attorney general’s office.
Agents later raided Aldana’s
house in Cuernavaca. 51 miles
southeast of Mexico City, and
confiscated 2.2 pounds of pure
cocaine, six automatic rifles and
and several rounds of ammunition.
Antelmo said Aldana was
picked up on a warrant for his
involvement in a huge operation
to smuggle marijuana to the
United States five years ago and
his possible extradition to the
United States was not being immediately considered by Mexican authorities.
DEA agent Enrique Camarena and his pilot. Alfredo /Ayala Avelar were killed after the
agent led a series of raids on
marijuana plantations allegedly
operated by Rafael Caro Quintero, who ran the drug ring.
Camarena’s body, showing
signs of torture, was found
March 5, 1985, on a ranch 65
miles southeast of Guadalajara.
5(X) miles west of Mexico City.
Also indicted in Los Angeles
was Juan Ramon Matta Balksterns, whose extradition to the
United States sparked deadly
riots in Honduras in 1988. The
five were among 19 people
named in a superseding indic!tient that updated charges related to the Camarcna murder.
The indiement charged that

Aldana along with Manuel
lbarra Herrera, the former head
of the Mexican Federal Judicial
Police. and Matta Ballesteros
participated in the killing to protect the operations of a Guadalajara cocaine and marijuana cartel, according to the U.S.
Department of Justice.
Caro Quintero is currently
serving a 40-year sentence for
the murder, and 31 years more
for drug trafficking. He is one
of a dozen people convicted in
in the Camarena case in Mexico.
"No," Antelmo said when
asked if authorities planned to
extradite him to the United
States. "He was picked up on a
warrant for involvement in the
1985 case at the Buffalo Ranch,
and also for the cocaine and six
AR -15 automatic rifles found at
his Cuernavaca home."
Federal agents in 1985 raided
the Buffalo Ranch in the northern state of Chihuahua, which
Caro Quintero owned near the
Texas border, and confiscated
9,000 tons of marijuana, the
biggest drug bust in Mexican
history.
Investigators at the time said
Caro Quintero and a series of
accomplices were running a
large scale operation to smuggle
marijuana into the United
States.
Antelmo said Aldana was arrested at around 5 p.m.
Wednesday at the entrance of
the King’s Restaurant in the residential district of San Angle, in
the southern part of the capital.
Aldana, 44, resigned from his
Interpol post on Jan. 2. 1986,
after serving 24 years as a law
enforcement officer. He quit
after the weekly magazine Proms() said a drug defendant had
testified that a shipment of Colombian cocaine seized at the
Mexico City airport was for Aldana.
The defendant later recanted,
claiming his testimony was
made under duress.
Since then, Aldana has been a
practicing lawyer.

"This year can go any way." he
said. "All of the nominations for
best picture are strong in their support."
Del Genio’s odds in the top categories:
"Driving Miss
Best Picture
Daisy," even money; "Born on
the Fourth of July." 6-5; "My Left
Foot." 3-1; "Dead Poets Society," 4-1; "Field of Dreams."
5- I .
Best Actor Morgan Freeman
"Driving Miss Daisy." even
money; Tom Cruise "Born on the
Fourth of July," even money;
Daniel Day-Lewis "My Left
Foot," 6-5; Robin Williams
"Dead Poets Society." 3-1; Kenneth Branagh "Henry V." 5-1.
Best Actress Jessica Tandy

Irani 2 p.111. to 5 p.m. in Sweeney
Hall 211. There will be a demonstration of videos and computer
software that the foreign languages
department uses to teach its students.
Sigler said the technical advances have made learning foreign
languages easier. Some software
companies have conic out with
games that make practicing fun,
she said.
"In order to learn a foreign language. you have to practice with a
lot of repetition," Sigler said.
"This way, you can have the repeteflon anti also he entertained.’’

photographer

Daily staff

Assistant professor of religious studies, \lira Zussman, was the other
winning SJSU essay ist of the Joseph J. Malone Fellows Award,

LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP)
"Driving Miss Daisy" is an oddsmaker’s favorite to win the Academy Award for best picture,
while Morgan Freeman and Jessica
Tandy are expected to win best
actor and actress awards for their
roles in the movie.
Bally’s oddsmaker Lenny Del
Genio, who has put out Oscar odds
for eight years, made "Driving
Miss Daisy" an even-money favorite to win the best picture
award, followed closely by "Born
on the Fourth of July" at 6-5.
Freeman is an even-money pick
to win for best actor, while Tom
Cruise is also listed at even money
to win for "Born on the Fourth of
July."
Tandy is even money to win the
Oscar for her role in "Driving
Miss Daisy," while Michelle
Pfeiffer is listed at 6-5 to win for
"The Fabulous Baker Boys."
Del Gcnio’s odds are for entertainment purposes only, as Nevada
gaming regulators forbid betting
on anything other than sports
events or horse races in the state’s
sports books.
He earlier listed odds on the
nominations for the different categories.
Del Genio said the odds for best
picture were the closest ever, reflecting a race that is very much up
in the air going into the Academy
Awards show March 26 in Los Angeles.

the Census

Lamont W. Allen, a community awareness specialist Fr
Bureau, explains census methods to sociololo students.

Animals: Experimented
anesthetic halothane is usedfor eu-
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"Driving Miss Daisy," even
money; Michelle Pfeiffer "The
Fabulous Baker Boys," 6-5; Jessica Lange "Music Box," 3-1;
Pauline Collins "Shirley Valentine." 4-1; Isabelle Adjani "Camille Claudel," 5-1.

he 48 -year-old thin% e (il Trinchanged his name to Ture in
1979. naming himself after African revolutionary leaders Kwame
Nkrumah and Sekou Tore. Today
he makes his home in the West African nation of Guinea and promotes an Africa unified under a socialistic system.
"You are students.’he told his
listeners. "You must help your
people If you don’t, by your very
inactivity, you are against your
people."
idad

As Stokely Carmichael. Tim
headed the Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee during
the civil rights struggles of the
’60s. He joined the Black Panther
Party before moving to Africa.
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